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L INTRODUCFION

1. A debt sustainability analysis (DSA) for Senegal was first undertaken in 1998 under
the original Initiative for Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC). Subsequently, the criteria
of debt sustainability were revised under an enhanced HIPC Initiative and the DSA has now
been updated to take account of the new sustainability criteria. In the DSA document of April
1998, the Executive Directors of the Fund and IDA were informed of Senegal's good track
record in implementing the comprehensive medium-term adjustment and reform program
that was adopted after the CFA franc devaluation of January 1994. The good track record has
continued since then. The reform and adjustment programs have been supported by two
ESAF arrangements, the first covering the three-year period 1994-97 (SDR 131 million or
approximately US$190 million) and the second ongoing arrangement covering the period
1998-2001 (SDR 107 million or approximately US$150 million). The scope and content of
these arrangements are presented in Section II along with an assessment of progress, which
continues to be satisfactory. The program has also been supported by IDA with adjustment
credits for economic recovery (US$25 million), for private sector development (US$40
million), for agriculture (USS45 million) and for the energy sector (US$100 million) as well
as a number of investment credits in the areas of health, education, transport and rural
development.

2. Per capita income in Senegal in 1998 was US$530, which is well below the US$895
operational cutoff for IDA eligibility. Furthermore, Senegal is not creditworthy for IBRD
lending and is, therefore, an IDA-only country. Its good economic performance and track
record of structural reform continue to justify active IDA support. In addition to a continued
good track record with respect to PRGF-supported programs, the Government of Senegal has
also put together an Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (I-PRSP), which lays out
plans for developing a comprehensive poverty reduction strategy. The authorities intend to
involve civil society in the process of developing, implementing and monitoring a full
poverty reduction strategy and it is anticipated that this participatory process will lead to the
finalization of a comprehensive PRSP in support of Senegal's completion point under the
enhanced HIPC Initiative, tentatively projected for end-2001. Reaching a completion point
would require satisfactory performance under the PRGF-supported program, adoption and
implementation of a few key structural and social development measures, and securing
financial assurances from Senegal's other external creditors concerning their participation in
the enhanced HIPC Initiative.

3. This paper presents a new assessment of Senegal's eligibility for assistance under the
enhanced HIPC Initiative. It updates the DSA that was distributed to the Executive Directors
of the Fund and IDA in April 1998. The conclusion of the 1998 analysis was that the external
debt burden of Senegal was sustainable, based on the debt sustainability criteria applicable at

2 EBS/98/68 (4/6198) and IDA/SecM98-155 (4/9/98).
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the time. However, an updated DSA indicates that the extemal debt burden of Senegal is not
sustainable under the debt sustainability targets of the enhanced HIPC Initiative. Section IV
presents a detailed updated DSA, which incorporates debt relief from successive Paris Club
reschedulings of which the latest was agreed in June 1998.

II. POLICIES AN PERFORMANCE

4. Overall, Senegal has a favorable track record of macroeconomic stabilization and
reform since the devaluation of the CFA franc in January 1994. The reform program
undertaken by the authorities and supported by successive ESAF Arrangements and by an
IDA lending program enabled them to build upon Senegal's restored external
competitiveness to achieve sustained and balanced growth, improve the external balance, and
consolidate public finances with encouraging results.3 Average real GDP growth exceeded 5
percent between 1996 and 1999, while annual inflation remained below 3 percent over the
same period, thereby maintaining the consumer price index based real effective exchange
rate roughly 30 percent depreciated compared to the level reached before the 1994
devaluation of the CFA franc. Tight fiscal policies resulted in a strong improvement in the
central government's fiscal position. Since 1995, and after several years of deficit, the basic
fiscal balance4 showed surpluses, that remained above 1.5 percent of GDP between 1996 and
1999. The improved fiscal position contributed to a decline by almost one half in net credit to
the government since 1994, which allowed for an increase in credit to the economy,
consistent with the financing needs of the private sector. Since 1997, Senegal has made a
positive contribution to the net foreign asset position of the zone. Senegal has been a member
of WAEMU since its inception in 1994 and is actively involved in initiatives to promote the
economic integration of the WAEMU countries. The external current account deficit
(excluding official transfers) declined slightly between 1996 and 1999. Nonetheless, social
indications show that social development has been lagging and that the situation with respect
to poverty may have deteriorated.

5. For the coming years, the authorities are determined to continue implementing sound
macroeconomic policies, which should contribute to strong and sustained growth. The
medium-term macroeconomic framework prepared for 2000 to 2003 will be revised to reflect
the budgetary impact of the costs of the poverty alleviation programs planned by the
government by end-2001, when they are fully articulated in the context of its overall poverty
reduction strategy. Under the current macroeconomic framework, real GDP growth is
expected to remain around 5 percent. The basic fiscal surplus is projected to increase

3For information on Senegal's track record under its ESAF Anrangements see also EBS/98/68, EBD/99/78, and
EBS/99/1 14.

4 Defined as total revenue (excluding grants) minus total expenditure and net lending, excluding extrnally
financed investment expendibre and onlending.
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progressively from 1.7 percent of GDP in 1999 to 2.5 percent in 2003, as government
expenditure growth is contained below nominal GDP growth and government fiscal revenue
increases to 17 percent of GDP, as recommended by the guidelines of the West African
Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU).5 Broad money growth is projected to stay in line
with nominal GDP, with a further decrease in net credit to the government and an
accumulation of net foreign assets. The current account deficit (excluding official transfers)
is expected to narrow from about 7 percent of GDP in 1999 to 5 percent in 2003, with export
growth exceeding import growth.

6. The authorities also took advantage of the 1994 devaluation to undertake a
comprehensive institutional and policy reform, as detailed in Appendix I. A central focus
of the reform effort has been to redress the balance between a formerly dominant public
sector and a lagging private sector. Significant progress has been made towards the goal of
transferring the most productive industrial and commercial enterprises to the private sector,
with 16 public enterprises privatized or liquidated between 1994 and 1999, representing more
than 60 percent of the government's portfolio. These include the telecommunications, power
generation and water distribution enterprises. Among remaining enterprises, eleven units are
earmarked for privatization during 2000.

7. Private sector development has been fostered in many other ways in addition to
divestiture.6 The regulatory environment for private sector activities was improved with
assistance from IDA in the context of a Private Sector Adjustment and Competitiveness
Project. The labor market and prices were significantly liberalized. The adoption of
WAEMU's common external tariff resulted in a marked lowering and streamlining of
external tariffs, and reduction of other trade barriers. Improvements in the legal framework
removed barriers to new firms seeking to enter the market. Maritime transport, which was
formerly subject to heavy regulation, has been in private hands since the abolition of the
public maritime transport monopoly in 1995. All of these measures have greatly enhanced
openness and competitiveness. As a result, the share of the private sector in gross domestic
investment rose from 58 percent in 1980 to 64 percent by 1997.

8. Good governance is fundamental for well-balanced private sector development.
Reforms are being implemented to combat corruption and other illegal practices, and to
increase transparency and accountability of high officials. In March 1998 legislation was
enacted to establish a court of financial discipline and steps are being taken to improve
cooperation between the several institutions responsible for the oversight of public agencies.
At the same time, civil service reforms are being introduced to enhance transparency. In

5 A VAT reform is expected to offset the revenue losses generated by the implementation of the common
extrnal tariff of the West Afican Economic and Monetary Union.

6 See also paragphs 10 and 20 of Senegal, Memorandum on Economic and Financial Policies for 2000, (May
5, 2000).
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addition, important steps have already been taken to decentralize many administrative
responsibilities and the associated budget resources from the central government to regional
and local entities. It is expected that, by 2001, when the transfer of responsibilities is
completed, the entire public administration will become much more responsive to the needs
of citizens at the local level.

9. Energy sector reformns include a liberalization of the power sector. With the
privatization of the power company (Senelec) the door is now open for direct foreign
investment to expand and upgrade the generation and distribution system so as to overcome
the power outages that have been so disruptive and costly in the past. There has also been a
progressive liberalization of the market for hydrocarbon products, though retail prices of
petroleum products have been temporarily frozen at their February 2000 level in the wake of
the significant increase in world prices. The authorities liberalized the import and distribution
of hydrocarbon products. At the same time, existing surtaxes benefiting the local refinery
will be gradually eliminated, thereby establishing a level playing field. The government has
also undertaken the liberalization of domestic firewood prices by mid-2000 to encourage a
shift to alternative domestic fuels with beneficial effects for forest preservation.

10. The transport sector has also witnessed major changes in recent years. As one of the
gatekeepers of import-export traffic to West Africa, Senegal was already well endowed with
an extensive transport infrastructure at independence and has a well-developed road network
relative to the size and development of its economy. In the past, however, the Public Works
Directorate (DTP) experienced difficulties in controlling costs and striking an appropriate
balance between road maintenance and construction. The anticipated establishment of an
Autonomous Road Agency-to be overseen by a Road Board with a majority of private
sector members and to be regulated by the Transport Ministry-should help overcome
chronic institutional weaknesses within the sector. Prospects are thus greatly improved for
the effective implementation of an IDA-supported second transport sector program, which
was launched in July 1999 and spans the period 1999-2004. Maritime transport has gained in
efficiency as a result of privatization and air transport stands to benefit from a much-needed
infusion of new capital after the sale of Air Senegal. Plans to privatize the Dakar-Bamako
railway have been seriously delayed but the government is still determined to privatize the
systen, most likely before end-2000.

11. Agriculture (including livestock, forestry, and fisheries), which accounts for
almost 20 percent of GDP, an estimated 60 percent of employment and a sizeable proportion
of the country's export earnings, is of critical importance for Senegal's development
prospects. With four-fifths of poor households living in rural areas, no poverty alleviation
strategy can succeed without a major focus on rural development and agriculture. Yet output
growth has been disappointing. This has been due to (i) unfavorable climatic conditions,
which have included successive years of severe droughts;7 (ii) a lack of rural infrastructure,

7Favorable rainfall in 1998, however, resulted in good harvests in 1999.
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insufficient access to basic rural services such as credit, inputs and potable water; and (iii) an
overly bureaucratic government presence. Recognizing the importance of agriculture, the
government has undertaken to restructure the central and regional offices of the Ministry of
Agriculture to make them more "user friendly" and to foster producer organizations that can
assume some of the functions previously handled by government. At the same time, a reform
of land ownership is planned that will facilitate access to inputs and credits by farmers.

mI A STRATEGY FOR POVERTY REDUCTION

12. In December 1997, the Senegalese authorities issued a comprehensive Poverty
Reduction Program (PRP), which had been developed in collaboration with grass-roots
community organizations and with inputs from a number of donors," in particular the UNDP.
This program, which was endorsed at the Third Consultative Group Meeting in Paris in
April 1998, has now been updated and incorporated into an Interim Poverty Reduction
Strategy. The newly-elected government has given its commitment to undertake the actions
outlined in the I-PRSP, with a view to adopt a full PRSP by December 2001. The first task of
the strategy will be to assemble the database for an updated poverty profile. Field surveys for
that purpose will begin in September 2000. While field work is in progress, the interim
poverty reduction strategy will be further developed and the medium-term programs for the
key sectors of health and education will be integrated within the framework of the national
budget cycle beginning in June 2000. It is anticipated that data from the field surveys will
become available in late 2000 and a second version of a poverty reduction strategy would be
elaborated for April 2001, based on a clearly defined poverty profile. That would be followed
by broadly based consultations at both national and local levels with a view to reaching a
broad consensus on the final document to be adopted at end-200 1.

13. The present strategy aims at (i) improving the availability and quality of social
infrastructure in poor communities; (ii) increasing the productivity and incomes of the poor
by improving the access of rural communities to basic agricultural services including
appropriate technologies, credit, inputs and potable water and also by fostering micro-
enterprises; and (iii) strengthening the institutional capacity for monitoring poverty reduction
policies. The implementation of this strategy is already sufficiently well advanced that IDA
staff are currently preparing a Social Development/Women in Development Project (an
Adaptable Program Lending operation) for consideration by the Board in support of the
government's efforts. This project would help establish a Social Investment Fund, to
reinforce the provision of credit to women and youth, and would support community-based
organizations and NGOs with training and capacity building.

8Programme de Lutte Contre la Pauvreti, Minist6re de VlEconomie, des Finances et du Plan, Direction de la
Planification.
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14. At the present juncture, it is difficult to identify quantitatively the extent of poverty in
Senegal because comprehensive and up-to-date information is lacking. A household survey
was conducted in 1991 and a second survey took place in 1994-95. Based on an indicator of
caloric intake, the 1991 survey indicated that one third of the population of Senegal is below
the poverty threshold. There are some indications that the situation with respect to poverty
may have deteriorated between then and 1994. Notwithstanding renewed growth after 1994,
and despite consistent efforts to address the needs of the poor within the framework of the
1997 PRP, social indicators show that poverty and lack of access to basic social services still
persist in Senegal. As illustrated in Table 1m. 1 and 1.2, while indicators such as access to
safe water and life expectancy are broadly comparable to other countries in sub-Saharan
Africa, they are generally below the levels prevailing in other low-income countries and
below the International development goals. Furthermore, health and education indicators in
Senegal are well below those prevailing in countries with similar income levels.

15. Senegal has sought to address these human resource development problems through
policies directed at sustaining growth and addressing the needs of the poor, panicularly in the
fields of primary education, primary health care and rural infrastructure. The PRP was drawn
up in the context of the ninth development plan (1996-2001) to complement sector
investment programs. It is conceived as a decentralized and consultative program under
which grassroots participation is encouraged. The specific strategies of the program are as
follows:

* Strengthen capacity for economic management and monitoring and transparency of
public administration, while keeping inflation low.

* Improve financial intermediation in order to make credit available for investment and
increase access to credit for vulnerable groups, notably women and youth.

* In the context of a robust public-private sector partnership, improve competitiveness and
eliminate barriers to foreign investment.

* Develop micro-economic activities, which directly affect population groups most
susceptible to poverty, particularly in rural areas, and improve basic rural infrastructure.

* Accelerate human resource investment in rural areas and diversify income sources there
by expanding non-agricultural activities.

* Increase females access to education and improve education services and worker training.

* Improve natural resource management and environmental education.

* Along with these and other programs targeted toward reducing poverty and
unemployment, reduce distributional disparities, especially between Dakar and other
regions.
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A. Health Sector Strategy and Program

16. In 1996, Senegal adopted a national health policy which established a strategic
framework for (i) expanding the coverage of integrated primary health care,
(ii) implementing integrated systems for the prevention and control of endemic diseases,
(iii) improving the quality and efficiency of service at all levels of the public health system,
and (iv) fostering the use of generic drugs. To implement this strategy, a five-year program
(1998-2002) was introduced with support from IDA in the form of a health sector investment
program credit and a credit for the prevention and control of endemic diseases. By the year
2002 to finance its overall well-defined strategy, the Government aims to increase the share
of health sector expenditures to 9 percent of current outlays, consistent with the norm set by
the World Health Organization (WHO), compared to about 7 percent at present. It also aims
to increase vaccination coverage to 80 percent from 60 percent in 1997, and to extend
contraceptive prevalence to 16 percent from about 11 percent in 1997. Despite some delay,
the medium-term program is proceeding well.

17. Senegal has put in place a very successful HIV/AIDS prevention and care program
which is often cited as best practice in Africa. At an early stage of the epidemic Senegal
launched an effective multi-sectoral response so that HIV prevalence remains remarkably
low. As a result, the infection rate among pregnant women was 1.2 percent in 1998. The
HIV/AIDS program is sufficiently well funded and staffed and the Govermnent has recently
taken steps to strengthen and expand its information and education efforts targeted at women
and adolescents most at risk. Knowledge Attitude and Practice (KAP) surveys will be
conducted on a regular basis to measure changes in sexual behavior and to increase
awareness of prevention methods and service availability.
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Table E11: Senegal: Selected Social Indicators

lndicator 1980-85 1992-97 Sub-Saharan Low Income
Afirica Countries

% Poor: Total 33.4 (1991)

Urban .. 16.4 (1991)

Rul . 40.4 (1991)

% Gross Primary Enrollment:1

Total 48 58 77 93

Male 57 64 85 106

Female 39 52 69 80

% Access to Safe Water:

Total 44 50 47 69

Urban 63 82 74 80

Rural 27 28 32 66
Years of Life Expectancy at
Birth:

Tota 46 52 51 59

Male 44 51 49 58

Female 48 54 52 60

InfantMortality per 1000 104 70 91 82

Sources: World Development Indicators Database and 1999 World Development Indicators, World Bank.

'Defined as the ratio of total enrollment regardless of age, to the population of the age groWp that officially
corresponds to the level of education shown.
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Table 112: Senegal: Internationsd Development Goals

Goads Pro res Made

1. Redwin overty
Reduce by half the incidence of household poverty A new household survey is planned for
by 2010. September 2000 to establish a poverty baseline.

2. aivea primary education 
Universal school enrollmaet in 2008 (grOss 65.5 percent (1998/99)
enroment ratio of 95 percent) _____ _

3. Gnder equli_ty
Increase the share of girls' enrollment in primary 45.2 percent (1998/99)
education to 50 percent by 2005.

4. Infat & cdild mortality
Redue infint mortality to 54 per 1000 ive births 67.7 per 1000 live births (1997)
by 2002

5. Matea mrality
Reduce maternal mortality to 380 per 100,000 births 510 per 100,000 births (1992/93)
by 2002.
Increase prenata care coverage to 80 percent by 40 percent (1997)
2002.

6. Reproductive health_
Primary health care use frequency should increase 0.4 visits per inhbabitant (1997)
to 0.6 visits per year, per inhabitant by 2002.
Increase contraceptive prevalence to 16 percent by 10.8 percent (1997)
2002.

7. lavironment _

Reverse current trends in the loss of envimental In 1997-98, tbe govemment adopted several
resources by 2015. environmental planning tools, e.g, a National

Environmetl Action Plan, a Strategy for
Biodiversity, and an action plan for the managmet
of hazardous waste. Proposed monitoing indicators
are: mate of deforestation/reforestation, level of
water pollution, air and soil quality, arable land
ratio, and trends in agricultral yields.

18. The poor stand to benefit greatly from this program of improved health care. It is
known that high morbidity and mortality rates amongst the poor are caused mainly by
matemal and child illnesses, malnutrition and communicable and respiratory infections. The
principal objective in providing an integrated package of primary health care and first level
referral services is precisely to reduce the incidence of those disorders. Furthermore, the
problem of high maternal mortality is currently receiving much more national attention and a
plan of action to expand and improve emergency obstetric care is being implemented. Better
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health will not only improve morbidity and mortality rates among the poor, it is also the key
to increasing their productivity and, hence, their income potential. At the same time, the poor
have free access to primary health clinics and risk-sharing mechanisms are being developed
through community-based insurance schemes to better ensure access to more costly curative
care.

19. In order to enhance effective outreach, the national health strategy of Senegal fosters
community participation in cooperation with NGOs both in policy formulation, program
design and program implementation. NGO participation in the delivery of health services to
under-served communities in rural areas and in the urban periphery is increasing. IDA has
been supportive of this effort. As of end-1999, some US$4 million had been committed from
IDA credits to finance government contracts with a number of NGOs for the provision of
health services.

20. Political commitment to implementing the health sector development priorities
remains very strong and execution of the reform agenda is moving forward. The development
of a sound network of primary and secondary health facilities is also proceeding
satisfactorily. The number of primary health care (PHC) clinics increased from 920 in 1996
to 1,200 in 1999. As a result, the population served by each PHC facility has declined from
8,236 to 7,694, better than the WHO "norm" of 10,000 per PHC facility. The price of
prescription drugs has fallen consistently notwithstanding the 1994 devaluation because of a
more systematic use of generic drugs. As far as tertiary health care is concerned, hospitals
have been given full management and financial autonomy and some 44 community-based
health insurance schemes were established by the end of 1999. However, although the
mobilization of private resources for tertiary care and cost recovery mechanisms is taking
hold, it is too early to assess their impact upon equity and efficiency.

21. The overall financial position of the health sector has also been strengthened as part
of the government's reform program. The share of health in the recurrent budget has
modestly increased in recent years from 6 percent in 1997 to 6.3 percent in 1999, and is
expected to reach 7 percent in 2000, inching toward the 9 percent goal established in the
health sector development plan (Table 1). The share of those expenditures going to the
regions amounted to 62 percent in 1998 although inequities still persist between Dakar and
the seven other regions. Financial management has also been strengthened and focused more
clearly on local issues by decentralizing it to elected bodies at the regional, district and
communal levels.

22. Two important initiatives are currently being pursued to establish a solid basis of
information for monitoring health sector performance over the coming two years or so. First,
a national health survey was conducted in September 1999 whose results should become
available in June 2000. Second, an assessment of immunization programs was undertaken in
January 2000, whose results will provide a basis for raising the present low rates of
immunization in order to put the management of child health on a firmer foundation.
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B. Education Sector Strategy and Program

23. In recent years, the government has taken concrete actions to address long-standing
wealnesses in the education sector which previously impaired progress towards achieving
strategic educational objectives and even resulted in declining standards in some areas. In
1998, a ten-year progran put together as a collaborative effort between the government,
community organizations, education sector institutions and donors, set out a strategic
framework for the sector, articulating objectives such as universal primary enrollment by
2008, and identifying resource requirements. The program has broad ownership, which
augurs well for successful implementation. In support of this program, an Adaptable Program
Lending credit was approved by IDA in April 2000. This will provide the equivalent of some
US$50 million to help finance the first three-year implementation phase (designated as
Quality Education for All, or QEFA) of the ten-year program. Other multilateral and bilateral
donors are expected to provide a further US$65 million in support of the first three-year
implementation phase. IDA also has ongoing operations in basic education, female literacy
and higher education.

24. Although the government's framework covers the entire education system quite
comprehensively, the policies for basic education to be adopted under the QEFA program are
likely to have the most direct impact upon poverty reduction. Important steps have already
been taken to remove the constraints that previously obstructed progress towards universal
primary education and those efforts would be continued under the ten-year program. One
major problem in the past is that public expenditures have been unduly skewed towards
higher levels of education, leaving primary education with only 36 percent of budget
resources devoted to education. Under QEFA, the share of the education budget resources
allocated to primary education would be raised to 44 percent by 2003, and the longer-term
goal is to increase it to at least 50 percent. This will only be achieved, however, if the
government presses forward with cost-recovery measures for post-primary levels of
education (one of the objectives of the ongoing IDA Higher Education Project) and with an
expansion of private education at higher levels.

25. Another problem towards achieving universal primary education has been a
comparatively high level of salaries for public sector teachers, which, given budgetary
constraints, crowded out other needed expenditures on books, learning materials and in-
service training.9 Moreover, teacher utilization was inefficient with many teachers working
less than the minimum required work week. To address these problems, the government has
now shifted to hiring teachers on a contract basis at salaries much more commensurate with
other comparable employment. Provided that this policy is pursued and the number of civil
service teachers diminishes through attrition and retirement, the budgetary savings will allow
a sufficient expansion of the teacher force to extend the coverage of primary education to alL

9 The ratio of salaries to total current outlays in the area of education increased from
65 percent in 1994 to 68 in 1998.
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At the same time it should be possible to reverse the decline in the number of learning hours
per pupil per year, which resulted from double shift operations in many primary schools.
Icreasing the number of learning hours to a target of 1,000 per pupil per year would
contribute greatly to improving the quality of primary education. To achieve these goals the
government is now committed to hiring 2,000 primary school teachers annually for at least
the next three years compared with 1,200 per year over the past four years, which was barely
sufficient to replace teachers leaving the force. Teachers will be also used more efficiently
and this will allow a reduction in student/teacher ratios at all levels. An expanding body of
teachers, together with a school construction program of 4,000 additional primary school
classrooms in the three-year time frame of QEFA, should permit a further increase in the
primary school gross enrolment rate which has already risen from 54 percent in the 93/94
school year to 62 percent in 97/98, and which is targeted to reach 70 percent for the 2002/03
school year. The longer-term goal is to reach universal primary education no later than 2008.
Expenditures will be targeted at rural and peri-urban areas to ensure that the lowest quintile
of the population benefits. Also, the elimination of fees at the primary level and the
distribution of free books should increase the demand for education by poor households.

26. As the government advances towards the strategic education goals of expanded
access to primary education and improved quality, the education of girls will be given special
attention and integrated across the whole range of program interventions. At present, girls are
less likely to attend and finish school than boys. In 1997, girls accounted for only 44 percent
of pupils enrolled in primary and middle schools and a mere 25 percent in secondary schools.
Both repetition rates and dropout rates are higher for girls than for boys. The aim is to close
the gap by the year 2010.

27. Alongside these many initiatives the government is taking steps to enhance the
involvement of local communities in the education of their children. A new decentralized
structure for the management of education will be adopted so that regions, communes and
collectivities will assume significant responsibility for managing elementary schools while
secondary and higher education institutions will become increasingly more autonomous.
Some functions have already been decentralized although not all local communities are ready
to handle their new responsibilities effectively. Successful decentralization will depend,
therefore, upon a vigorous program of capacity building at the regional and local levels,
especially with respect to such matters as financial management, information systems and
procurement, so as to ensure that local governments have the resources and expertise to
improve the provision of education.

IV. DEBT SUSTAINABIL1TY ANALYSIS AND SIEPC ASSSrTANCE

28. The debt sustainability analysis (DSA) was prepared jointly by the Fund and IDA
staff and the Senegalese authorities on the basis of loan-by-loan data provided by the
authorities and creditors for debt outstanding at December 31, 1998. The debt reconciliation
exercise has been completed during the period November 1999 to January 2000, with the
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nominal debt figures used to estimate the NPV of debt having been reconciled with the
creditor-provided debt data and the debtor's database.'0 The macroeconomic projections used
in this analysis and agreed with the authorities are summarized in Box 1. They are based on
the assumption of continued sound macroeconomic policies, further structural reforms and
the development of human resources, in particular through the implementation of a poverty
reduction program. The exchange and interest rates used for the calculation of the debt data
are shown in Table 5.

29. Between end-1997, the point of reference for the previous debt sustainability analysis,
and end-1998, the point of reference for the present updated debt sustainability analysis, the
total external public and publicly guaranteed debt of Senegal increased by 9.6 percent in
NPV terms from US$2,280 million at end-1997 to US$2,498 million at end-1998. For the
most part this was due to new borrowings from multilateral creditors including IDA, the
IMF, BADEA, WADB, and IFAD. Additionally, an infrastructure development project was
financed in part with a US$80 million loan from Taiwan, Province of China (this accounted
for 2.6 percent increase in the NPV of external debt). A further reason for the increase
between the two end-year NPV figures is due to different exchange rates and different
discount rates, which reflect market conditions in 1997 and 1998 respectively.

30. At end-1998, the public and publicly guaranteed external debt of Senegal was
US$3,763 million in nominal terms. The present value of this debt stock is estimated at
US$2,498 million in end-1998 NPV tenns, or 305 percent of government revenues, 162
percent of exports (averaged over 3 years) and 51 percent of GDP. Details of the breakdown
by creditor of the end-1998 stock are provided in Table 3 and summarized in Figure 1, both
in nominal terms and in NPV terms. It can be seen that IDA is by far the largest single
creditor accounting for 25 percent of the total outstanding debt in NPV terms. That is more
than twice the exposure of the second largest creditor, the AfMB, with 12 percent of the total.
France and the IMF follow closely behind the AflB as the third and fourth largest creditors
accounting for 10 percent and 9 percent of the total, respectively..

31. Official multilateral and bilateral creditors account for virtually all public debt
outstanding in Senegal. Debt to commercial creditors was virtually eliminated in early 1997,
following completion of a debt buyback operation with London Club creditors supported by
the World Bank's Facility for Debt Reduction for IDA-only countries. Senegal has benefited
from twelve Paris Club rescheduling operations (1987 to 1998) on debt contracted with the
Paris Club group of creditors before the cut-off date of January 1, 1983. In June 1998,
Senegal benefited from a stock-of-debt operation on Naples terms, which brought the overall
reduction of eligible debts to 67 percent in NPV terms. Subsequent to the June 1998

10 Figures for the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) are preliminary, pending clarification
from the creditor on the methodology to be used to estimate the NPV of loans.
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agreement with the Paris Club, Senegal has concluded bilateral rescheduling arrangements
with all its Paris Club creditors. The baseline scenario is presented on the basis that the
June 1998 Paris Club agreement was implemented by all the bilateral creditors at end-1998.
The baseline scenario assumes that the other bilateral creditors provided a reduction in 1998,
equivalent to the stock-of-debt operation under Naples terms for all pre-cut off debt.

32. Under the baseline macroeconomic scenario, the external current account deficit
(excluding official transfers) is projected to narrow gradually to about 6.6 percent of GDP in
2000 and less than 5 percent of GDP in 2004. Including grants, the deficit is expected to
decline from 2.8 percent of GDP in 2000 to 1.8 percent in 2004. As indicated in Box 1,
export growth is projected to exceed import growth in value termis, reflecting an improved
outlook for the world economy and a projected rise in the prices of primary commodities
after 1999. It is assumed that public sector capital inflows in the form of grants and loans will
remain the dominant form of financing. Private capital inflows are expected to remain
relatively stable at a little below 2 percent of GDP.

A. Sensitivity Analysis

33. The balance of payments projections and debt ratio projections for Senegal are
subject to some uncertainty, notably with regard to the assumptions on (i) exports of fish and
groundnut products; (ii) the real GDP growth rate; and (iii) the amount of official aid
received by Senegal. Each of these factors could be subject to less favorable developments
than projected in the baseline scenario. First, a stagnation in the medium-term growth of fish
and groundnut exports in volume terms (instead of a 3.9 percent and 3.1 percent increase,
respectively, as assumed in the baseline) would significantly raise the average of the NPV-of-
debt to exports ratio by 29 percentage points over the projection period. Second, the impact
of lower real GDP growth (say, 3 percent per year instead of 5 percent) would raise the NPV-
of-debt to government revenue ratio by 29.4 percentage points over and above the
164.1 percent currently projected on average over the period 1998-2018, while the NPV-of-
debt to GDP ratio would be raised by 5.2 percentage points. Finally, if it is assumed that
official transfer receipts are 20 percent lower on average than in the baseline scenario and
that this financing shortfall is to be filled by increased concessional external government
borrowing, a further 6.4 percentage points would be added to the average NPV-of-debt to
exports ratio over the projection period. A decline in fiscal receipts would raise the NPV-of-
debt to revenues ratio over the projection period. However, this is less likely to happen, as
under WAEMU's convergence pact adopted in late 1999, fiscal receipts are to rise to
17 percent of GDP by 2002 and remain at least at that level beyond that date.
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Box 1. Senegal: Main Assumptions in the Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA)
Ihe 20-year baseline scenario reflects a long-erm macroeconomic framework agreed with the Senegalese
autborities.

Growth

Real GDP growth is estimated to be around 5 percent in 1999. Ihe baseline scenano assumes a real GDP
growth rate of 5.5 percent in 2000 and 4.7 percent in 2001. Beyond that, real GDP growth is projected at a
rate of 5 percent per annum. These growth rates are predicated on the Government maintaining a basic
fiscal surplus, complemented by stuctual reforms to foster private sector savings, foreign capital inflows,
and domestic hivestment.

Exot and Imports

* The annual average growth of exports over the penod 2000-2018 is projected at 5.2 percent in volume
terms. Export prices are expected to increase at an annual rate of 1.7 percent

* mhe baseline scenaro assumes a favoramble outcome for agriculture and no large shocks in world market
prices for Senegal's traded goods. It is also assumed that commodity prices will rise gradually after 1999.

* Import volumes are projected to rise by an average of 4 percent. Forecasts from the RlF's World Economic
Outlook (WEO) and the World Bank's Commodities Division suggest an average increase of 2.1 percent in
import prices. In the medium-term, imports of capital and itermediate goods are expected to grow at least
as fast as in 1999 due to foreign private investments coming on stream.

Captal Account

. During the period 1999 to 2008, foreign direct investment is projected to average US$88 million per
annum. For the subsequent 10-year period, it is forecast that annual foreign direct investment would be
approximately US$118 million.

Exteral PubLic and Publicly-Guaranteed Debt

* It is assumed that all official bilateral creditors have granted a Naples term stock-of-debt operation (a 67
percent reduction in NPV terms) on pre-cut off date debt in 1998.

* New financing (borrowng) will continue to be highly concessional. The share of debt contracted on IDA
tenns (40 years maturity, 10 years grace and 0.75 percent interest) is assumed to rise from 60 percent now
to about 80 percent in 2018. It is also assumed that other new borrowing will be on rather less concessional
terms (23 years maturity, 6 years grace and 2 percent interest). The proportion of that borrowing will
decrease from 40 percent now to 20 percent by the end of the projection period.
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Figure 1. Senegal: Stock of External Debt, End-December 1998 1/
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B. Debt Sustainability Indicators

34. The baseline scenario builds upon the application of a Naples term stock-of-debt
operation for official bilateral creditors in 1998 and a macroeconomic scenario based on the
assumptions outlined in Box 1. For the baseline scenario, the debt service ratio of public and
publicly guaranteed external debt is estimated at 14.7 percent in 1999 but, after that, it
decreases significantly throughout the period 2000 to 2018 (Table 8). The debt service-to-
revenue ratio falls from 27.9 percent in 1999 to 17.8 percent in 2003, but rises to
24.4 percent in 2004 due to a one-shot principal repayment of US$99.5 million of a loan to
Kuwait." After 2004, however, the ratio declines to well under 15 percent per annum.

35. Even after the application of traditional debt relief mechanisms, Senegal's external
debt ratios remain at unsustainable levels at end-1998 as defined under the export and
fiscal/openness criteria. The NPV-of-debt to exports ratio was 162.5 percent in 1998 and the
NPV-of-debt to revenues ratio amounted to 305.3 percent (Table 4).

C. Assistance Under the Enhanced HIPC Initiative

36. Under the enhanced HIPC Initiative, countries are eligible for assistance if the NPV
of external debt exceeds either 150 percent of exports or 250 percent of fiscal revenue-
thresholds beyond which the debt burden is deemed unsustainable. Senegal qualifies under
both criteria, but requires more assistance under the fiscal window. Also, with revenue-to-
GDP ratio of 17 percent, as compared to the threshold of 15 percent, and an export-to-GDP
ratio of 33 percent, which exceeds the threshold of 30 percent, Senegal meets the thresholds
for fiscal revenue effort and openness in order to qualify under the fiscal window. In order
that the ratio of debt to fiscal revenue may be reduced to a sustainable level, debt relief
equivalent to US$452 million in NPV terms would be required. The uses to which HIPC
resources will be put will be determined in the context of the PRSP participatory process.

37. Based on proportional burden-sharing, multilateral creditors would provide
57.4 percent of overall assistance or US$259 million in NPV terms. Bilateral creditors
would be responsible for the provision of the remaining 42.6 percent of relief, equivalent to
US$193 million in NPV terms. The largest single contributor towards the Enhanced HlPC
Initiative for Senegal would be IDA, with a level of assistance equal to US$116 million in
NPV terms. The IMF and AfDB would provide US$42 and US$53 mnillion respectively.

38. The following assumptions were made regarding the delivery of assistance to
Senegal under the Enhanced HIPC Initiative:

" The Kuwait loan is a revohling line of credit of 30 million Kuwaiti dinars (equivalet to about US$99.5
millions), which was disbursed in 1984. The hup-sum principal payment due is rolled over every four years
and only interest is paid at a rate of 0.5 percent per annum.
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* Floating completion point. The conditions are summarized in Box 2. The authorities
estimate that Senegal will be able to fulfil all conditions for a floating completion point
by end-2001.

* For Pa! Club bilateral creditors, a stock-of-debt operation under Cologne terms is
projected at the completion point. 12 Preliminary calculations by staff indicate that Paris
Club bilateral creditors can reach their required share of assistance with an NPV
reduction of less than 90 percent of eligible debts.

* At least comparable treatment to the Paris Club group of creditors is assumed for Non-
Paris Club bilateral creditors. Likewise, no interim assistance is projected.

* The total amount of assistance required from each multilateral creditor is calculated
based on their proportional share of the total NPV of external debt at December 31,
1998.

* The IMF is assumed to deliver interim assistance from 2000 onwards. In the absence of
clear indications on a optimal delivery profile which could best support Senegal's
poverty reduction strategy, it is proposed that the assistance provided be geared towards
smoothing the time profile of Senegal's debt service to the IMF. The bulk of the relief
would be accorded between 2003 and 2006 when Senegal's obligations to the Fund are
highest. It is therefore assumed that until then (as interim assistance and after the
completion point) the Fund will deliver 5 to 10 percent of total HIPC assistance per year.
The share will increase from 2003 onward to a maximum of 25 percent in 2004 and
2005 with the full amount of assistance being disbursed by end-2006. This delivery
profile steadies debt service due to the IMF at about 1.2 percent of exports per annum.
(Table 9).

* It is assumed that IDA would also deliver interim assistance from the decision point
onward covering 50 percent of debt service due to it from 2000 until the required NPV
reduction is achieved in line with the modalities applied under the enhanced HIPC
Initiative. The proposed commencement date for the delivery of interim assistance is the
HIPC decision point. The full assistance would be delivered by end-2008. The interim
assistance amounts to 17 percent of total IDA assistance in NPV terms.'3 With this
delivery mechanism, Senegal would receive an estimated cumulative debt service
reduction of US$149 million in nominal terms between 2000 and 2008.

2 The Paris Club has in principle agreed to provide interim assistance to Senegal; if this were granted in the
form of a Cologne flow rescheduling Senegal would get additional interim relief of US$36.5 million.

13 This recommendation filfils the requirements ouined in the document -Heavily Indebtod Poor Countries
(HIPC) Initutive: Note on Modalities for Implementing HIPC Debt Relief Under the Enhanced Framework"
adopted by the Board on January 25, 2000. That is: the full share of IDA's debt relief is delivered within 20
years of the deision point; IDA would provide annualy relief of not less than 50 percent of IDA debt service
due on the amonmts disbursed and outstanding as of December 31, 1998, and the interim relief ceiling of one-
third of overall relief is respected.
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* It is assumed that other multilateral creditors, with the exception of AfDB, would not
deliver interim assistance.

* All remaining multilateral creditors are assumed to provide assistance from the
completion point onwards through a fixed annual percentage reduction in debt service
payments, in the range of 30 to 100 percent, until the required NPV reduction is
achieved.

D. Debt Sustainability After the Enhanced IHPC Assistance

39. At end-1998, the point of reference for debt relief under the enhanced HIPC
Initiative, the NPV of Senegal's total debt after traditional debt relief is estimated at
US$2,498 million. As a result of debt relief envisaged under the enhanced HIPC Initiative,
and taking full account of future projected development assistance flows from multilateral
and bilateral sources, it is projected that the total NPV of debt would stabilize in the range of
US$2,200-2,400 million for the remainder of the decade (Table 6), permitting a gradual
decline in the ratios of debt to exports and debt to fiscal revenue (Figures 2 and 3).

40. The actual time-profile of assistance will depend on the modalities for the delivery of
debt relief decided on by each creditor to reach the required NPV reduction. However, a
possible flow of nominal assistance was projected using the assumptions outlined above. It
is estimated that enhanced HIPC assistance could translate into an annual debt service
reduction equal to an average of 0.7 percent of GDP for the period 2000 to 2004. If the
entire enhanced HIPC assistance was used to augment social expenditures,'4 these would
rise by 4.1 percent and 9.6 percent above current projections in 2000 and 2001 respectively.

E. Consultations with Creditors

41. Fund and IDA staff have initiated consultations with the multilateral creditors of
Senegal and with the Paris Club regarding the action they would take for Senegal under the
enhanced HIPC Initiative.

14 Defined as the projected curret and capital expenditres.
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Figure 2. Senegal

NPV of Debt to Revenue Ratio After Traditional Debt Relief
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Figure 3. Senegal

Debt Service Before and Afer Enhanced HIPC Assistance
(In millions of U.S. dollars)
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V. MODALmES AND CONDmTIONS FOR HIPC ASSISrANCE

42. The delivery of assistance under the enhanced HIPC Initiative is predicated upon
satisfactory performance in the areas of macroeconomic management, structural reform and
poverty alleviation in accordance with objectives and programs already discussed and agreed
with the Fund and IDA.

43. The economic and financial program of Senegal for the years 2000-2001 builds
upon the positive results achieved in the period 1994-99. It aims at reducing poverty in the
context of strong and sustained growth underpinned by domestic and external financial
viability. To that end, the government will continue to focus on consolidating its fiscal
position, liberalizing the trade regime and deepening structural reforms with respect to
privatization and sector policies in energy, transport and agriculture. At the same time, it will
modernize the public administration, establish an environment that is propitious for private
sector development and continue its efforts for the development of human resources as an
instrument for poverty reduction.

44. The broad parameters of the government's economic strategy are to maintain an
average annual rate of GDP growth of at least 5 percent, keep inflation below 3 percent and
the external current account deficit (excluding official transfers) below 6 percent of GDP.
This would provide a viable context for a significant improvement in social indicators and
lasting poverty reduction. An effective reduction in poverty will also depend upon decisive
action to lower the rate of unemployment. That, in turn, can only be achieved by higher
levels of savings and investment leading to higher growth. The ratio of investment to GDP is
projected to increase from about 18.5 percent in 1998 to 20.1 percent in 2001, and the
corresponding increase in domestic savings is estimated to be from below 13 percent in 1998
to about 15 percent in 2001, coming mostly from the private sector.

45. Implementation of this macroeconomic program will be monitored within the context
of an ongoing PRGF. A number of quantitative macroeconomic and structural performance
criteria will be monitored, including those indicated in Box 2 which are of particular
relevance to the poverty reduction objectives of the HlPC Initiative.
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Box 2. Senegal: Conditions for Achieving the Floating Compltion Point

Macroeconomk and Structural

Maintalh a stae a environment, as evidenced by satisfactory performance under a program
supported by an arangement under the PRGF.

Public Savimp. The basic fiscal surplus for government financil opeatons (excluding granu and foreign-
financed investment expenditues) is targeted at no less that 1.0 percent of GDP in 2000 and 2.2 percent of GDP
in 2001 (excluding the investments that the Government will undertake as part of its Poverty Reduction
Strategy).

Bank CrediL To ensure sound fiscal management net bank credit to the cental government wi1l be capped.

Private Sector Developmt. The gvernment is to privatize 11 public sector enterprises as planned, so as to
reduce the public sector ownership to about one fourth of the onginal porfolio; it will reduce the legal and
adminitr hrdles and other policy distortions that slow down private initiative and domestic production and
demand, in prticular for the small entpises in the informal sector.

Energy. To eliminate remaining distortions in the vital energy sector and to enhance the overall
competitiveness of the economy, partial liberalizaon of the petroleum sector is to be completed in accordance
with the agreed swhedule and monitored under existing agreements with I)DA.

Taxation. To reinforce the govemmnt's capacity at mobilizing domestic resources to finance its fight against
poverty, the use of a single taxpayer identification number in all revenue collection agencies will be gneralized,
and a large-taxpayers unit will be set up.

Poverty Reduction

Preparation of a PRSP through a participatory process.

Imprment of the poverty database and monitoring capacity by implementing a household budget smrvey
and the establishment of poverty lines and indicators based thereon.

Education.
Keep on trac with the following targets under the IDA-upported Qualiy Education for All Program:
* Teachers will continue to be recruited at the rate of 2,000 a year.
* Employment would be on a contract basis and the paralel recruitment of teacbers into the civil-service

structure would be eliminated.
* Maintain budgetay increases for primary education as a percentage of the education budget, which are

planned to increase from 40 percent in 1998 to 44 percent in 2003.

Keep on tc with the folowing targets under tbe IDA Integrated Health Sector Credit:
* Maintain increases in the rate of child immunization against the three most prevalent communicable

chilhood diseases, which are planned to increase frm 68 percent in 1999 to 72 perce in 2000 and 76
percent in 2001.

* Contiue to increase the proportion of pregnant women receiving pre-natal care, which are planned to be
raised from 56 percent in 1999 to 64 percent in 2000 and 72 percent in 2001.

* Maintain planned increases in the utilization of primary health care centers, from 48 percent in 1999, to 52
percent in 2000, and 56 percent in 2001.

Other

Satisfactory financing assurances from Senegal's extrnal creditors.

Endorsement by the Executive Directors of the overall approach set out in the PRSP as a suitable context for
continued assistance from IDA and the Fund.
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46. In parallel to the program of macroeconomic and reform measures, the poverty
redction program of Senegal is now entering a critical phase as the government embarks
upon a participatory process with civil society to produce a PRSP. While the completion of a
full PRSP would be one of the requirements for reaching a completion point, an important
preliminary step will be to establish an accurate database for monitoring poverty in Senegal
and, to that end, a new and comprehensive household survey is to be undertacen before end-
2000.

47. Social sector programs in education and health will continue to be implemented
alongside the preparation of a comprehensive PRSP. As more up-to-date and accurate
information on poverty becomes available, the sector programs in education and health may
be targeted even more effectively to the most vulnerable groups. In education, the focus will
be on continued systematic implementation of QEFA. In the health area, the main focus of
attention would continue to be on primary health care, child immunization, pre-natal care
coverage, and preventable endemic diseases all of which are of particular importance in
addressing the needs of the poor.

48. In an Interim PRSP the Government has committed to the following three measures.

* Full implementation of the common external tariff of WAEMU without recourse to
supplementary distortions in the trade regime through excessive use of the safeguard
mechanisms adopted as part of the common regional external tariff.

* To increase the gross enrollment rate for primary education to 68 percent in 2000
compared with 65.5 percent in 1999 and to increase the gross enrollment rate for girls to
60 percent in 2000 compared with 55.5 percent in 1999.

* To increase employment opportunities for vulnerable groups, particularly women and
youths by enhancing the supply of credit for local projects.

VL CONCLUSION

49. The staff and management of the IMF and the World Bank believe that Senegal's
track record, supported by consecutive ESAF arrangements since 1994, its performance
under the current program supported by a second annual PRGF arrangement and the Interim
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper presented by the government justify an early decision
point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative. They recommend approval of a decision point in
June 2000, based on the discussions by the Executive Boards of the IMF and IDA. Interim
assistance under the HIPC Initiative will be contingent upon the continued implementation of
strong macroeconomic and structural policies that will be monitored through reviews under
the PRGF arrangement. In parallel, the ongoing IDA lending and technical assistance
program will monitor progress in implementing social sector structural reforms. The timing
of the completion point will depend on the successful implementation of a range of reform
objectives. These combined indicators of macroeconomic stability established under the
PRGF arrangement with structural and social deopme measures agreed in the policy
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dialogue between IDA and the authorities, as summarized in Box 2 above. The Senegalese
authorities expect that they will have completed a full Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper for a
completion point and satisfied other conditions by end-2001.

VIL ISSUES FoR DIscussIoN

50. Executive Directors may wish to focus on the following issues and questions:

51. Eligibility and decision point The staff and management believe that Senegal is
eligible for relief under the enhanced HIPC Initiative and recommend approval of a decision
point. Do Executive Directors agree?

52. Amount and delivery of assistance. Senegal meets the revenue and openness
thresholds for qualification under the fiscal window. In order that the ratio of the NPV of
end-1998 debt and central government revenue may be reduced to 250 percent, total
assistance under the enhanced HIPC Initiative would amount to US$452 million in 1998
NPV terms. Of that total amount, US$116.1 million would be provided by the International
Development Association and US$42.3 million by the International Monetary Fund. Do
Executive Directors agree?

53. Completion point. The staff and management believe that Senegal has achieved
macroeconomic stability and is designing a comprehensive policy to fight poverty. In view of
this track record, they recommend a floating completion point which would be reached when
the conditions specified in Box 2 above have been met. Do the Executive Directors agree
with this recommendation?

54. Creditor Participation. Some multilateral institutions may require bilateral financial
support in order to deliver their share of assistance under the enhanced HIPC Initiative
assistance to Senegal. Do Directors agree that the staffs of the Bank and the Fund continue
working with other multilateral creditors toward securing their participation?
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Senegal: Past Reforms and Future Milestones

Agriculture

a. Reforms

* Introduction of a rolling Agricultural Sector Investment Program encompassing
broad rural development objectives (1994)

* Establishment of inter-ministerial committee to monitor program implementation
(1995)

* Eliminate transport subsidies for broken rice (1995)
* Removal of all subsidies on fertilizers and other inputs (1996)
* Liberalize import and domestic marketing of rice at producer and consumer level

(1996)
* Liberalize import and domestic marketing of wheat flour (November 1995)
* Liquidation the Price Stabilization Fund (CPSP) which previously managed wheat

and rice markets (December 1995)
* Restructuring of SODEFITEX, the Cotton Development Agency (1998)
* Introduction of new fisheries code to enhance preservation of fishery resources

(June 1998)

b. Future Milestones

* Action Plan for Agriculture to be drawn up through a national consultative
process (2000)

* Privatization of SONACOS, the National Groundnut Oil Company

2. Energy

a. Reforms

* Privatization of SENELEC, the power company (1999)
* Liberalization of power generation, transmission and distribution (April 1998)
* Partial liberalization of the import and distribution of petroleum products and the

introduction of a new price structure with automatic adjustment of sales prices in
line with international prices (April 1998), though this adjustment has been
temporarily frozen in February 2000.

b. Future milestones

* Full liberalization of the market for petroleum products (2000-2006)
* Gradual elimination of surtax on imported refined petroleum products
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3. TraDsport

a. Reforms

* Abolition of monopoly previously given to the national shipping company for 40
percent of maritime transport (1995)

* Privatization of road maintenance (1996)
* Implementation of staff reduction plan for SNCS, the national railway company

(1998)
* Reduction of port tariffs and rationalization of billing procedures (1997)
* Privatization of urban transport (1998)

b. Future milestones

* Privatization of Dakar/Bamako railway operations

4. Exchange Rate

a. Reforms

* CFA franc devalued zone-wide from FF1=CFAF50 to FFI=CFAF100 (1994)
* CFAF pegged to Euro (1999)

b. Future niilestones

* Maintain competitive real effective exchange rate

5. Finance & Banking

a. Reforms

* Wide-ranging financial sector restructuring with the closure of six banks (1989-91)
* Shift in policy of the West Africa Monetary Union (WAMU) from direct to

indirect instruments of regional monetary policy (1989-94)
* Establishment of a regional Banking Commission within WAMU (1990)
* Establishment of a loan recovery institution (1991)
* Tightening of prudential norms for the financial sector (January 2000)

b. Future milestones

* Main issues: firther improve the instruments for indirect management of money
and credit, and fostering a dynamic and sound banking sector
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* Issuance of treasury bills to offset the elimination of BCEAO statutory
advances (2001)

* Strengthening of Senegalese banks' compliance with prudential norms

6. Fiscal Policy

a. Reforms

* Establishment of authorized tax management centers (Centres des Services
Fiscaux) countrywide (1995)

* Employer and employee contributions to the National Retirement Fund increased
as a first step to restoring financial equilibrium to the Fund (December 1995)

* Upgrading the computer system of the customs administration and extending it to
the airport customs office (1995-96)

* Establishment of a unit to monitor VAT and social security taxes paid by the two
hundred largest firms (1996)

* Introduction of a single taxpayer registration system (1997)
* Streamlining petroleum product taxation and replacing the price stabilization

mechanism by excise taxes (1998)

b. Future milestones

* Main issues: achieve and maintain a revenue level in line with regional WAEMU
guidelines and contain current outlays in order to free up resources for promoting
productive investment and alleviating poverty

* Introduction of 18 percent single rate VAT by July 1, 2000 with only limited
exemptions

* Adopt a single tax ID number to all revenue collection agencies during fiscal year
2000

* Reform of National Retirement Fund to guarantee its financial viability
(January 2001)

7. Water Supply

a. Reforms

* Partition of SONES, the national water supply company into three separate units:
(i) a state asset-holding company; (ii) an operating company; and (iii) a national
office to manage urban sanitation (1996)

* Privatization of the operating company (1996)

b. Future milestones

* Transformation of SONES from an asset holding company to a regulatory agency
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8. Public Administration

a. Reforms

* Audit of Civil Service (July 1995)
* Settlement of cross-debts between public enterprises (1995-96)
* Survey of extra-budgetary payments arrears (1996)
* User survey on quality of public services, followed by a national conference on the

quality of the public service (1999-2000)
* Adoption of merit-based promotion system (2000)

b. Future milestones

* Main issues: reform of the civil service to improve service delivery, efficiency,
and accountability for the use of public funds

* Continued efforts to restrain expansion of the civil service payroll

9. Private Sector

a. Reforms

* Firms allowed to adjust work force according to market requirements (1994)
* Many price controls lifted (1994)
* Adoption of an action plan to reduce obstacles fhced by private investors following

the recommendations of the Foreign Advisory Service (FIAS) report (1999)
* Restructuring and privatization of state enterprises to be completed by end-2000

Enterprises already privatized include:
(i) SONATEL (telecommunications)
(ii) Air Senegal
(iii) SDE water company operations
(iv) SENELEC power company

b. Future milestones

* Privatization of 11 remaining companies in public portfolio
* Implementation of the action plan to reduce obstacles faced by private investors

(2000)

10. Legal and Judicial Reforms

a. Reforms

* Set up of a commercial arbitration court at the Dakar Chamber of Commerce (1999)
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* Adoption and implementation of the eight Uniform Acts of Organization for
the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa (OHADA) (1998-1999)

* Establishment of collective procedures for the settlement of liabilities and
arbitration law.

b. Future Milestones

* Main issues: in-depth reform of the judiciary in order to promote transparent
rules and enforcement of laws propitious for private investment

* Adoption of the law setting forth new provisions with respect to paralegals (by
end-2000)

* Pursue the modernization of the commercial chamber of the Dakar regional
court

* Further reforms relating to international commercial arbitration, procedures for
foreclosing on collateral, and a banking charter

* Adoption of an integrated program for modernizing the judiciary
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Senegal: Debt Management Isues

The Direction de la Dette et de l'Investissement (DDI) is the department in the Ministry of
the Economy and Finance responsible for public debt management in Senegal. The principal
functions of the small public debt division within the DDI are: (i) to project debt service
payments; (ii) to insure, together with the Treasury and the Central Bank, payment of debt
service due; (iii) to follow the evolution of public debt; (iv) to produce statistics and analysis
on Senegal's debt; (v) to prepare and execute contracts of guarantee and on-lending; (vi) to
implement rescheduling and debt reduction operations; and (vii) to provide policy advice on
new borrowing and debt reduction operations.
The main obstacle for effective debt management in Senegal is the current mainframe system
used for debt recording. This system needs to be replaced as it cannot provide adequate
projections for debt data, is prone to data-entry error, is not user-friendly, and requires a
substantial amount of training to use. Officials from the Ministry are currently working on
creating a new computerized debt database. However, the country would like to acquire the
Commonwealth Secretariat Debt Recording and Management System (CS-DRMS). In order
to do this, the DDI would have to find financing for the start-up costs involved in making
CS-DRMS operational, including the funding of software, equipment, installation and
training.

A further issue that needs to be addressed is the present level of staffing for the Public Debt
Division. The staffing complement of the division has been reduced by approximately three-
quarters in recent years to its present level of just three officials. In addition to recruiting
extra personnel for the division, capacity-building measures would require a training program
for new and existing staff. Although officials from the public debt division have participated
in regional debt management workshops organized by Debt Relief International (DRI), a
comprehensive debt management training program remains to be established.

The officials of the DDI have identified the measures necessary for debt management
capacity building in Senegal.1 '

13 As diussed in deta in "Note i) I Attention du Ministre de 'Economie, des Finances et du Plan -
Proposition de Reorganisation de la Division de la Dette Publique, DDI."
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Tabe 1. Senegal: Public Fianea and Social Expndirhues, 1996&2001'

199S 1999 2000 2001
AL PreL Ptrat

(bn li otfCFA imies)

Totulrevenue .Adgmi 541.9 568.4 634.3 661.0
Ree"nue 460.1 506.3 549.6 591.0

Tax revwm 433.9 491.2 52B.3 567.4
NonAax reMuc 21.2 15.6 21.3 23.6

Grants 81.8 61.6 14.7 70.0
Buderuy 11.7 4.1 14.7 0.0
Budeed dandlom projects 63.1 57.5 70.0 70.0

Total expdt,xuSWdnat kding 550.6 609.9 6S6.5 6S7.0
Cwrent expim 310.1 351.1 399.7 399.8

Waendsaries 162.6 166.6 177.4 1IS.0
iterest doe 34.8 42.5 47.5 52.6

Of Whid cxM1l 27.8 32.3 40.5 39.4
Othercufrtelqsahxre 112.7 1420 174.8 159.1

Capital epadit- 196.9 2423 257.1 270.0
Domesicaly finced 78.5 111.3 105.7 120.0
ExRmnay fi.mioed IS.4 131.0 151.4 150.0

Tr-y special ecouan and -ccmqnqt (net) 8.3 11.2 19.7 3.1
Net Icndi4g 35.3 5.3 10.0 13.6

Oveal fisl balece (nibmu t bm. mchds agi) -3.7 -41.5 -52.2 -26.0

Baic rl balm 71.9 50.3 30.5 74.0

Overall fisca bulaie (c-h bus ineludirg Vmto) -11.4 -41.5 -52.2 -26.0

Finning 11.4 41.5 52.2 26.0
Extn finwici% 50.3 22.9 72.1 34.4
Domestic fumwbzg2 -33.9 13.6 -19.9 -8.4

(in lilia of CPA *mco)

cuwrensocil CpAue 111.0 118.2 136.1 147.0
Education 90.4 95.1 108.0 116.0

alwth 19.8 22.3 27.1 30.0
her(mncludigpomotionofwoai) 0.3 0.8 1.0 1.0

CVital c qanditue (domescaly f}nued) 7.5 14.4 15.9 17.5
Edicatn 4.3 9.4 10.0 11.0
Health 2.1 3.7 4.5 5.0
Ohr (including pon of n) 0.6 1.3 1.4 1.5

Capitl ew dibhxe(t cly &--d) 24.3 25.7 28.5 31.5
Education 14.1 14.3 16.0 18.0
Heat 10.7 11.4 12.5 13.5
Other (hiing promotion of womon) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

(Ipae- :t of otl crt aadi)

Cutra social eomditeu 35.8 33.7 34.1 36.8
Education 29.2 27.1 27.0 29.0
Halth 6.4 6.4 6.8 7.5
0aw (including pomotion oftwomen) 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3

(iaspwoat Ot _c1 oauealwf -)

Capitaleenie 16.4 16.5 17.3 13.3
E3xdimn 9.6 9.1 10.1 10.7
Heat 6.5 6.2 6.6 6.9
Ow (includig promotion of en) 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6

( -I ofGDP)

Cirait social exIditore 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.4
Edhcion 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.4
Hal 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9
Other CmiludW p-otiof ofn) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Capital eedlite 1.2 1.4 1.4' 1.5
Education 0.7 0.8 0.3 0.9
Hath 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Otr (uicltuding pu otiofwmen) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total social eiAtae 5.2 5.4 5.7 5.8

MeFOOMAIaM item:

Gfoxdomes;ic duct (mWbilLeofCFAfia) 2,752.9 2,956.0 3.173.0 3,377.3
Grow domiepswabckdt (minlhicw, ofUS. dolls) 4,396.6 4,526.8 5.143.7 5,553.2

Sources: Sale uhoitis; Ad saff estm wed um t.

I/Befoe HIPC _itaence.
2/Includg flnmucAm V nd amerNc omioM



Table 2. Seaegal: Balance ofPyamcnta, 1998-201 I/

1998 1999 20C0 2001 2002 2003 2004 2C05 2006 2007 2008 1999.2008 2009-2018

Abu1 Extlstezi Pcoicbi u Awnaft

(In millions of US. dolma)

Tndc balene -274.1 -316.4 -217.3 -262.4 -273.1 -277.9 -283.8 -292.6 -2966 -309.6 -325.1 -292.5 -370.3

Expo.fo.b. 970.5 984.8 11222 1239.2 13473 1453.3 1572.4 1685.6 1301.7 1924.4 2048.1 1513.4 3010.3

Otw_i: fish pxodtw 290.3 294.6 264.1 280.5 300.9 323.2 359.0 336.4 415.5 446.7 477.0 355.3 696.7

Imx1. £o.b. -1244.6 -1301.3 -1409.5 -1501 7 -1620.4 .1736.2 -1356.2 .1978.2 -2103.3 -2234.0 -2373.2 -1811.4 -333Q6

Ofwhich: p*_ohw -137.8 -174.4 -2025 -191.3 .198.6 -211.3 -226.2 -233.0 -249.8 -262.1 -274.8 .2229 -359.9

Swvicu (ad) .69.9 -57.6 -73.5 -6.2 -67.2 -66,5 -65.3 -66.6 -77.2 -82.1 -82.9 -70.8 -89.4

Norn. fwswne(ad) 6.1 14.7 10.8 13.0 12.4 10.9 9.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.0 10.1 .7.7

F?actrsviau(ht) -76.0 -72.3 44.2 -31.3 -79.5 -77.4 -75.3 -74.1 49.7 89.5 .39.9 41.3 .81.7

Uiquited Uwas(nit) 264.1 2063 214.3 217.0 219.6 221.6 223.4 2225 224.5 226.5 22.5 220.5 240.5

Payg (m) 37.2 36.3 35.5 35.4 35.3 347 33.9 33.3 34.3 35.4 36.4 35.1 43.0

Public(,u) 226.9 170.0 179.4 131.6 134.3 136.9 139.5 139.2 190.1 191.1 192.1 185.4 197.5

Cwrac _caw baWm (ddc ) -79.9 .167.3 -145.9 .113.6 -120.7 -1228. -126.2 -136.6 -159.4 -165.3 -. 79.5 -143.8 .219.2

Qarat belwe(aiudlag
arm ofici auufas) -3221 -352.3 .340.4 .30.9 .321.2 .326.5 .333.1 -343.5 -367.5 -374.6 -390.0 .346.1 -436.

Caijta moc.wt 109.4 201.9 203.3 151.3 158.6 174.3 190.7 173.6 171.3 167.5 130.0 177.7 222.4

PuMicter (W) 21 99.9 43.7 121.9 61.5 5.3 64.0 70.0 40.7 33.4 29.5 24.8 54.3 39.7

Ofwbi*awowficabwibwi 200.6 131.2 221.0 164.4 167.1 169.8 172.4 172.4 139.7 139.7 139.7 176.7 205.2

Oeh ctap 3/ 9.5 15S.2 1.4 89.8 100.3 110.3 120.7 137.9 137.9 137.9 155.2 123.0 132.

OvU b _u (deficst) 29.6 34.2 57.4 37.7 37.9 51.5 64.5 42.0 11.9 2.2 0.5 34.0 3.2

F_ig 4/ .29.6 .34.2 -57.4 -37.7 -37.9 -51.5 .64.5 -42.0 -119 -2.2 .0.5 -34.0 -3.2

Not fma hda (sBCEAO) .25.0 .34.2 -71.0 -37.7 -37.9 -51.5 -64.5 -42.0 -11.9 -22 .0.5 -35.3 -3.2

Opuq d duheemt.aidd 4.5 -21.1 .36.9 48.0 4.6 -11.9 -2.9 9.3 324 23.2 4.5 -129 -3.2

Ngwot f Fvdr dmm .12.8 .13.1 15.9 10.4 -293 -39.6 -42.6 .513 -44.3 -25.4 -5.0 -22.4 0.0

pa/ui- -M )s (rduction, -4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 M.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00

(Inpw uof ODP)

I _ fgnuaflciuhefs -1.7 -3.5 -23 -2.0 -2.0 -1.9 -3.s -1.3 -1.9 .3.9 -1.9 -2.2 -1.7

Exc1udwg wroflfld tuufu .6.9 .73 46.6 -5.6 -5.3 -5.0 -4.7 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.2 -5.2 -3.3

xpaiscofpoodsuvim a 33.0 32.4 33.5 33.7 33.4 33.0 32.5 32.4 32.2 32.0 31.8 32.7 31.0

Evamatgow&5/ 5.8 3.9 13.0 S.5 6.0 5.7 5.3 5.3 4.9 4.8 4.4 6.2 4.9

hnJmpt wovthS/ 10.8 6.0 5.1 5.0 4.5 4.3 4.4 4.2 3.9 3.8 3.8 4.5 3.t

Tamoft_5d,dcS 4.1 -1.1 -21 0.3 4.7 403 0.0 .0.5 45 .0.5 .0.4 40.6 -0.4

Source: SanIm _il; nod iaf .siM.

1/M 3A m hx1998% .kof-dbt op ionaNap3ut m(670pnc -NPV wtin) anU1 digMbls dbt

V2ExcUds debt sua at iretfas &o fd auC IFuAof30rmioS5uwuitOjw(L399.4 rli).

3/Ync Cpivcsp&tl d zarm d i ; a nis fb IF- t vc eninDows mds ap&tl m eti i S p.

4/ For 2000. iudw a flawacb of USS 13.6 mifliL
51 C3mc in towl voha in aceutat ouce (yi emc jvx).
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Table 3. Senegal: Nominal and NPV Debt Outstanding, End-December 1998 11

Nominal Debt NPV Debt 2/ NPV Debt afer rditonal relief 3/

USS Perent of Percant of USS Peceent of Pe of USS Percent of Pert of

millions total mulftilal millons total multilel milLions total multlae
debt debt debt debt debt debt

Total 3,762.6 100.0 2,S49.1 100.0 2,496.1 100.0

Mutilate credito 2,361.7 62.8 87.6 1,433.6 SC.2 U3.7 1,433.6 57.4 33.7

World Bank 1,314.6 34.9 55.7 641.6 25.2 44.8 641.6 25.7 44.8
Ofwhich

IDA 1,304.2 34.7 55.2 631.1 24.8 44.0 631.1 25.3 44.0
IMF 292.5 7.8 12.4 233.4 9.2 16.3 233.4 9.3 16.3
AfDB 409.4 10.9 17.3 295.2 11.6 20.6 295.2 11.1 20.6
Eurpean Union 114.4 3.0 4.8 79.2 3.1 5.5 79.2 3.2 5.5
Islamic Development Bank 72.8 1.9 3.1 55.3 2.2 3.9 55.3 2.2 3.9
West African Deveopment Bank 27.7 0.7 1.2 28.1 1.1 2.0 28.1 1.1 2.0
BADEA 30.0 0.8 1.3 26.3 1.0 1.8 26.3 1.1 1.8
BCEAO 27.0 0.7 1.1 23.0 0.9 1.6 23.0 0.9 1.6
IFAD 36.9 1.0 1.6 18.8 0.7 1.3 18.8 0.8 1.3
ECOWAS 15.1 OA 0.6 16.2 0.6 1.1 16.2 0.6 1.1
OPEC Fund 14.8 0.4 0.6 13.5 0.5 0.9 13.5 0.5 0.9
Nordic Fund 6.5 0.2 0.3 3.0 0.1 0.2 3.0 0.1 0.2

Bilateral creditors 1,400.9 37.2 1,115.5 43.8 1,0645 42.6

Paris Club 782.0 20.8 613.0 24.2 618. 24.7
France 272.8 7.2 258.7 10.1 258.7 10.4
Germany 152.5 4.1 79.2 3.1 79.2 3.2
Italy 95.1 2.5 76.1 3.0 76.1 3.0
Jan 67.9 1.8 68.1 2.7 68.1 2.7
Spain 90.3 2.4 47.8 1.9 47.8 1.9
Unitod States 21.3 0.6 23.1 0.9 23.1 0.9
Norway 27.0 0.7 23.0 0.9 23.0 0.9
Denmark 26.1 0.7 17.4 0.7 17.4 0.7
Netherlands 11.1 0.3 11.9 0.5 11.9 0.5
Belgium 12.2 0.3 7.8 0.3 7.8 0.3
Canada 2.7 0.1 2.4 0.1 2.4 0.1
Sweden 2.3 0.1 1.7 0.1 1.7 0.1
United Kingdom 0.8 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.0

No*-Par. Club 615.9 16.4 4946 19.4 443.6 17.8
Kuwait 228.0 6.1 173.6 6.8 165.0 6.6
Saudi Arbia 164.9 4.4 122.0 4.8 112.0 4.5
China 100.6 2.7 76.5 3.0 72.0 2.9
Taiwan, Province of China 80.0 2.1 58.5 2.3 58.5 2.3
United Aab Emirates 26.6 0.7 23.9 0.9 20.5 0.8
Algeria 9.2 0.2 22.1 0.9 9.2 0.4
Oman 6.3 0.2 17.9 0.7 6.3 0.3
Iraq 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0

Commerdal det 2.9 0.1 2.9 0.1 2.9 0.1

Sources: Data provided by the Senegales authorities; and World Bank nd Fund staff estimates.

1/1Includes non-guarnteed debt owed by thre public enterprises where govemnment is the majority shreholder.
2/ NPV of debt reflcts Pauis Club stock-of-debt operaion on Napls terms in June 1998.
3/ Includes Paris Club stock-of-debt opation on Naples terms in June 1998 and comparable tteatment by other official
bilateral creditors at the end of 1998.



Table 4. Senegal: Projected Assistance Under the HlPC Initiattwe 1/

TCRIIRIO FISCAL CRrrE3RION _ _ww* 1AM

TOW HIIC iabte anuimc TOW HIPC INitive _aoe
baedon ad-& 1dsda 2/ bsad an aw998d" 21

cwmm Camm Rw lmdNPV dat
NPV dddebt Total Bil 1 3/ _U1at rediactiiear NPVodutt Totd BDibw 3/ Muktbaa redi ar fad hedoam tanb&uu

b-e w t ats do - a decisios dwdt baud an mk-
150 poiat4/ 250 point4/ P_iv u-of

(In paeom) (in liom ofL 1dolar) (ipara) (In meSlios dUS dill.) aaqwmi St

Auidaae 192 22 110 7.7% Amiimc 4S2 193 259 .1%

NPVOfduIt 6/ 2,49S 1,065 1,434 NPVofdCt 6/ 2,493 1,065 1,434

Multildael _batiom 1,434 Mutilateral _ntito 1,434
PaiClub 61$ sClb 618 73%
Ofjwich: pre.cto.non ODA debt 336 Ofch:ke- pcra-eon ODA debt 336 78%

Non-Pari Club bilstea 444 Nan-Paris Club bildmis 444 73%
Of whch: p r-utofriow ODA debt 16 Of rwhch: pr-off-on ODA debt 53 118%

Camneria aditosa (readmn ) 3 Commudrcale& (al lmaluae) 3
3-rysv-p of aat 7/ 1,538 Oowsatrcvmu 18s
Cum.t-yaw lxposla 1.613 Epaa-o GDP ratio V 33%
INPVofdsbt4t rato 7/ 1621 RWMM-t.ODP raioU 9/ 17%

INPV efdebl4vvw. raio 305

8awo: S9upis *Wk and saff f _ato and prjsctia

I/ The tipoma ludm "a* appoi s doacibhd a H-EC Iniitve - Eia Coat and Budn SharaW Ahoeu"
(EB8i97/127. 7n97) ad IDA'8EC M 97-306. 7Th97).
2/hIndhadmato&-ef-dabe pieremi oNq,etoua (Inns 1998) aond md op*ouyrh.tramaS by odherfficial
biatal aeditors st ilw ad of 1993.
3IIhcludu offici baral duio and conem debL
4/Each coEdito's NPV radicbo in pa f its expowr satil daeow pomt
S/ hd aon underbvdtionsr PI nud _IM 
6/1 Ds on luestd ilable at dwon poiia* sfiail lica ofmadtiondldebtree
7/fBa ed on ae-yeer.xpot ava e_ sckwarlokmk averae) andigiom yea proceedig t base year (Le, 1996-1993)
U Siny bisoia thee-yea ragn (1996-1998)
9/ Bed on oMl gommad nvuaw ex wcAg Sata.
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Table 5. Discount Rate and Exchange Rate Assumptions, End-December 1998

Discount Rates 1/2/ Exchange Rates
(In percent per annum) (Cunrency per U.S. dollar)

Currency

African Development Bank Unit of Account 2/ 5.25 0.71
African Development Fund Unit of Account 2/ 5.25 0.76
Belgian Franc 5.59 34.57
CFA Francs 3/ 5.36 562.21
Chinese Yuan 2/ 5.25 8.28
Danish Krone 5.64 6.39
European Currency Unit 5.00 0.86
French Franc 5.36 5.62
German Mark 5.16 1.67
Iraqi Dinar 2/ 5.25 0.31
Irish Punt 5.33 0.67
Islamic Development Bank Dinar 2/ 5.25 0.71
Italian Lira 5.58 1,653.10
Japanese Yen 2.22 115.60
Kuwaiti Dinar 2/ 5.25 0.30
Netherland Guilder 5.78 1.89
Norwegian Krone 6.54 7.60
Saudi Arabian Riyal 2/ 5.25 3.75
SDR 5.25 0.71
Spanish Peseta 5.31 142.61
U.K. Pound 6.81 0.60
U.A.E. Dirhams 2/ 5.25 3.67
U.S. Dollar 6.23 1.00

Sources: OECD and IMF, International Financial Statistics.

1/ The discount rates used are the average Commercial Interest Reference Rates (ClRRs) for the respective
currencies over the six-month period ending December 1998.
2/ For all currencies for which the ClRRs are not available - with the exception of the CFA Franc - the SDR
discount rate is used as the proxy.
3/ For the CFA Franc, the French Franc CIRRs is used as a proxy.
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Table 6. Senegal: Net Present Value of Extenal Debt After Rescheduling, 1998-201S

199S 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200S 1999-2008 2009-2018

Acta Estmate Projactien Aveeg

(In million a of U.S. dollar unless odwise indicted)

L Albr trallo.al debt ellaf 1/
1. NPVoftotadekt(2+5) 2 2,498.1 2,494.8 2,563.4 2,59.2 2,605.2 2,612 2,517.4 2,52S.5 246.4 2,557.4 2,574.8 2,559.8 2J7812
2. NPVofoAstmsdilggdebt(3+4) 2,490.1 2,414.2 2,345.6 2,265.7 2,1t0.7 2,091.3 1,96.2 1,007.4 1,724.9 1,647.0 1,570.9 1,995.2 1,272.6

3. Officilbilatealrd oomnial 1,064.5 1,043.0 1.025.6 1,001.3 971A 945A4 20. 794.4 763.1 727.5 695.3 739 552.5
3a. ParisClub 61I.0 606.0 595.0 576.9 555.2 533.0 509.9 490.4 471.3 452.7 437.5 522.9 377.7

3b Odwroffilca bilatl 443.6 437.0 430.6 424.4 416.2 412A 310.0 304.0 291.0 274.0 2573 356.0 174.0

3c. Comwcla 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. Mutilel 1,433.6 1,370.3 1,320.0 1.264.4 1209.3 1,145.9 1,075.5 1,013.0 961.0 919.5 033.6 1,116.3 720.1
Ofwhkhd

WorldllBokGroop 641.6 647.9 652.7 657.0 663.1 666.9 669.3 669.3 666.7 661.7 653.3 660.9 562.7

IMF 233.4 210.6 196A 175.9 154.9 122.9 01.9 40.0 23.6 7.2 0.0 102.2 0.0

AltcDevelopnentBRk 295.2 277.6 262.1 246.7 231A 217.5 203.6 19.0 176A 164.6 152.0 212.2 109.5

Other 263A 234.2 203.S 104.0 160.0 130.6 120.6 105.0 95.2 05.9 70.3 141.1 47.9
5. NPVofnewvwrowisg -- 00.6 217.9 332A 424.5 520.6 6212 721.1 8213 910.4 995.9 564.6 1,50.7

Menaroada. llms:
NPV of debtto-GDP rao (pent)

Tood debt(2+4) 51.0 55.1 49.8 46.0 43.2 40.0 35.5 33A 31.5 29.6 27.9 39.3 21.2

On_ dig debt(3+4) 51.0 53.3 45.6 40.0 36.2 32.0 26.7 23.9 21.3 19.1 17.1 31.6 10.0

NPV of ddt-to-wiporta raio (pecnt) 3/
Totaldebt(2+4) 162.5 165.2 160.1 153.9 139.3 129.6 116.5 109.6 103.7 9".1 93.1 126.9 72.7

Oub-disgdebt(3+4) 162.5 159.9 146.5 134.2 116.6 103.8 07.0 70.4 70.3 63.2 57.1 101.S 34.2

NPV of debt-t-venu rado (paernt)
Totl debt(2U4) 305.3 321.4 207.7 267.4 244.2 225.7 200.6 1SS.7 177.9 167.3 157.8 223,9 119.9

Out utdingdetb(3+4) 305.3 311.1 263.3 233.2 204.4 10.7 151.1 134.9 120.5 107.0 9.0 100.4 56.6

I. Alasr _petd eabsacad HIPC a*iaeb 4Q
1. NPVofteta debt(2+5)21 2,490.1 2,494. 2,545A 2,149.1 2,1S6.1 2,225.0 2,172.0 2,210.7 2,270.1 2314.6 2364.0 2,294.1 2,600.3

2. NPVofousWdingdabt(3+4) 2,493.1 2,414.2 2,327.5 1,016.6 1,761.6 1,705.1 1,550.9 1.497.6 1,440.6 1,404.1 1,360.1 1,729.3 1,091.6

3. Officiulbilste landcoenareial 1,064.5 1,0643. 1,025.6 009.5 700.2 755.0 636.9 612.6 503.9 551.6 522.7 7322 303.2
3aPaioClub 610.0 606.0 595.0 460.5 44U.3 42S.3 407.6 391.1 375.6 361A 350.4 4433 297.1
3b.Odwerofficialbilateal 443.6 437.0 430.6 340.9 331.7 326.S 229.3 221.5 20S.3 1903 172.3 283.9 U6.1
3t. Commercial 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. Mulilater 1,433.6 1,370.3 1,301.9 1,007.2 931.4 950.1 913.9 005.0 064.7 052.5 45.4 997.3 708A
Of which

World Bank Goup 641.6 647.9 642.7 546.2 561.5 576.9 592.4 607.5 622.2 636.7 650.5 608.5 5603
IMF 233.4 210.6 193.1 136.0 120.7 96.1 64.5 38.5 19.7 7.2 0.0 03.7 0.0

AfaiceDwvelopmat Bank 295.2 277.6 257A 196I. 105.3 175.6 166.1 156.6 147.4 139.6 131.1 1I3.3 103.5

Othesn 263A 2342 200.3 123.3 114.0 101.5 900.9 323 75.3 69.0 63.8 116.8 44.7
5. NPVofnewbonvowing .-. 00.6 217.9 332A 424.5 520.6 6212 721.1 021.5 910A 995.9 564.6 1,508.7

Nlsemoridwe haim:
NWv of dbt-to-ODP rtio (pent)

Total det(2+4) 51.0 55.1 49.5 30.7 36.3 34.0 30.6 29.3 28.1 26.8 25.6 35.4 19.0

Ou(1i4ngdbt(3+4) 51.0 53.3 45.2 32.7 292 26.1 21.9 19.0 17.9 16.3 14.0 27.7 3.

NPV of ddbt-to-exports ratio (percent) 31
Todeldehb(2+4) 162.5 165.2 150.9 127.3 116.9 110.5 100.6 96.2 92,5 80.8 05.5 114.2 67.9
OuttandiDS debt(3+4) 162.5 159.9 145.3 107.6 94.2 64.6 71.8 64.9 59,0 53.9 49.5 S9.1 29.5

NP',V of ddtto-eavenue atio (pecent)
Totlaidelt(2+4) 305.3 321A 285.7 221.2 204.9 192.3 173.1 165.6 158.6 151.5 144.9 201.9 112.0

OutlUndisgdebt(3+4) 305.3 311.1 261.2 106.9 165.1 147.3 123.6 111.7 101.2 91.9 83.3 15S.4 40.6

mL Aitw eabaxeid HPC assistance at the rreace year 5S
1. NPVoftotaldeft(2+5)2/ 2,046.2 2,019.2 2,077.1 2,149.1 2,106.1 2,225.0 2,172.0 2,2187 2,270.1 2,314.6 2,364.0 2,199.7 2,752.6

2. NPVofoutsndingdeft(3+4) 2,0462 1,938.5 1,359.2 1,S16.6 1,761.6 1,705.1 1,550.9 1,497.6 1,448.6 1,404.1 1,368.1 1,635.1 1,243.9
3. Offeilbil_tal .doomswrcial61 872.1 841.6 812.5 09.5 730.2 755.0 636.9 612.6 503.9 551.6 522.7 690.7 535.5

3a. Puts Club 509.6 492.6 474.5 468.5 440.5 420.3 407.6 391.1 375.6 361.4 350.4 419.9 369.4
Sb.Otiroffeialbilatl 359.6 349.0 333.0 340.9 331.7 326.0 229.3 221S 203.3 190.3 172.3 270.8 166.1
3c. Consmla 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. Mutlerl 1,174.1 1,096.9 1,046.8 1,007.2 981A 950.1 913.9 805.0 064.7 852.5 845A 944.4 703.4

Ofwhich
Wodd Bank Group 525.5 525.4 531.6 546.2 561.5 576.9 592A 607.5 622.2 636.7 650.5 5S5.1 560.3

Bef 1912 166.2 152.5 136.8 120.7 96.1 64.5 31.5 19.7 72 0.0 802 0.0

A.ficnDevelopnsrt Bank 241.7 221 4 206.3 196.0 105.3 175.6 166.1 156.6 147.4 139.6 131.1 172.6 103.5

Others 215.7 104.0 155.9 128.3 114.0 101.5 90.9 02.3 75.3 69.0 63.0 106.5 44.7

5. NPVofnewborrowing ... 00.6 217.9 332A 424.5 520.6 621.2 721.1 021.5 910.4 995.9 5646 I508.7

Memo-odomt lsa:
NPV ofdrbtti3Dp adtio (pcent)

Tobadebt (2+4) 41.3 44.6 40.4 38.7 36.3 34.0 30.6 29.3 28.1 26.0 25.6 33.4 21.0
Outsudisgdiht(3+4) 41.0 42.0 36.1 32.7 292 26.1 21.9 19.0 17.9 16.3 14.S 25.0 9.7

NV of debt-to-xpots raio (percent) 3/
Totaldebt(2+4) 133.1 133.7 129.7 127.3 116.9 110.5 100.6 96.2 92.5 0S.0 05.5 1082 71.3
Ou_ausingdebt(3+4) 133.1 120.4 116.1 107.6 942 U4.6 71.8 64.9 59.0 53.9 495 83.0 33.3

NPV of debt-toa-venue ratio (percent)
Totkldebt(2+4) 250.0 2602 233.1 221.2 204.9 192.3 173.1 165.6 158.6 151.5 144.9 190.5 IISA
Outstandingdebt(3+4) 250.0 249.0 200.7 186.9 165.1 147.3 123.6 111.7 101.2 91.9 03.8 147.0 55.0

Souor: Data provided by die Senegal auoities nd Wodd Bank end Fend staff eatis and pnojacton.

1/ Reiliu the exteanl debt situation aferthe Oinlemetation ofdse Jose 1998 Paris Club stockof-debt opetion en Naples tems (67 perentNPV reduction), with the a _ssrlpon ofat lnt
conrpwable teatnent fion othet off6cial bilael rdito in 1998.
2/ Disoented on the basi on currsncy-specific averg coaecil intert refence rats (CIEtSs) over the six-anlth period Juni-Decramber 199S.
31 In trsr of siple historical thrae yer aer of expors of goods and nonfictor aervices.
4/Aer a rasammed Hasistarcee under Or eshrcd HIPC Initiatve (se tet for detaied suapo
5/ Shows the hypotherl irpet of the enhanced HIPC assiane had it been delivered at end- 998, on which basi the debt suanabity for the diion point hs bees calculated
61Ar enanced IIPC siaane the portis ofofficial b_lt det tha is defned as officil deviopmen i3tsnce (ODA) is aitatid a USS 5542 miilion in NPV tem at end-1993.
of which USS 92.1 trilLion is pe-ot offdte debt.



Table 7. Senegal: External Debt Service Aftcr Rescheduling, 1999-2018

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200S 1999-2008 2009.2018

Estimate Projectios Averages

(In millions of U.S. dollars, unoss otherwise indcated)

Totiadebt vlce 216.3 196.9 204.7 205.3 205.5 306.6 190.0 173.9 170.3 156.3 203.1 126.3

aResr hadmu deb1 rdef 1/
Multilateral 139.6 123.3 125.8 122.3 127.7 131.3 119.6 104.7 93A 34.7 117.2 69.4

Ofwhich
World Benkmrp 23.2 30.0 29.9 30.0 31.6 33.3 35.9 3S.1 40.6 43.7 34.1 50.1

IMF 35.1 25.3 30.8 30.3 40.1 47.4 38.2 27.0 17.7 7.6 29.9 0.0

Afican Development Bank 33.1 30.1 29.2 23.3 26.0 25.3 24.5 23.5 21.0 21.3 26.2 11.9

Odis 43.2 37.9 35.9 33.3 29.9 25.3 21.1 16.2 14.2 12.1 27.0 7.3

Officil Bilotuul 73.6 73.6 78.9 32.9 77.3 175.2 70.5 74.2 76.9 71.7 85.5 56.9

Pais Club 42.9 43.0 4S.7 51.3 50.9 50.7 45.9 44.7 43.1 39.0 46.0 31.3

(2 which
ODA 17.2 20.3 22.3 21.9 21.5 21.6 22.3 21.2 19.6 15.0 20.4 3.3

Non-ParisChub 30.7 30.6 30.2 31.7 26.9 124.6 24.5 29.5 33.7 32.7 39.5 25.1

Of which
ODA 24.3 24.2 21.4 21.9 19.8 18.1 17.3 22.3 26.9 25.8 22.3 18.2

ccmmercia 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ttdaldebtervice 216.3 134.9 173.6 154.9 152.3 244.9 136.1 132.2 127.9 113.1 163.6 113.6

after enhanced HIPC sistame 3/
Mutilal 139.6 111.3 99.6 82.3 85.6 36.5 77.6 70.5 64.0 54.2 37.2 65.6

Of which
Wodd Bmnk Crxup 23.2 23.3 15.5 14.9 15.7 16.5 17.8 1.9 20.1 21.7 19.3 50.1

IMF 35.1 23.7 26.3 25.2 31.4 34.9 27.1 22.4 17.7 7.6 25.1 0.0

Afiican Devebopnt Bank 33.1 26.3 21.9 21.2 19.6 19.0 13.4 17.6 15.3 16.0 20.9 9.3

Od1s 43.2 37.9 35.9 21.5 13.9 16.2 14.3 11.6 10.4 9.0 21.9 5.7

Official Bilatl 73.6 73.6 74.0 72.1 66.7 158.4 53.5 61.7 63.9 53.9 76.1 43.0

Pais Club 42.9 43.0 47.1 43.3 43.1 42.5 37.3 35.6 33.6 29.7 39.9 27.5

Of whih
ODA 17.2 20.3 22.8 21.9 21.5 21.6 22.3 21.2 19.6 15.0 20.4 7.6

Nan-ParisClub 30.7 30.6 26.9 23.3 23.6 115.9 21.2 26.1 30.3 29.2 36.3 20.5

Of whkh
ODA 24.3 24.2 21.4 21.9 19.3 13.1 17.3 22.8 26.9 25.S 22.3 1.2

Commercial 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0

Mssranium Ituw:
Expot of goods and fctor srvices 1,466.5 1,724.6 1,372.3 2,014.0 2,153.5 2,307.9 2,453.0 2,604.6 2,764.7 2,923.0 2,229.4 4,165.3

Debt-servicematio aft aditionaldebtr.cief2f 14.7 11.4 10.9 10.2 9.5 13.3 7.7 6.9 6.2 5.3 9.6 3.2

Debt-sevice ratio alr HIPC assisbnce 2/ 14.7 10.7 9.3 7.7 7.1 10.6 5.5 5.1 4.6 3.9 7.9 2.8

Surces: Daa provided by 1he Seglese authorities; and World Bank ad Fund stff estimates and prvieins.

1/ Reftects the extal debt sitafi4 after the impkbnbtaio of June 1998 Pais Club sock-of-debt opeation on Napes bnwns (67 pwcat NPV reductionl with the assumption of at least

compaable naat frm oMcial bilatel credisrs at the d of 1993.
2/ Debt srvice in parnat of cufrnt-year expsos of goods and nonfactor services.
31 Afer assued assistance under the mhwaced HIPC Initiative (see text for detailed assumptios).



Table . Snpul: Key Public Exernal Debt-Susainabty Idicatom 1998-201 S

1996 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2003 1999-2008 2009e2018

(Inp p rot)
JC*Y raSe aft. tvateawt dbt reet l
Dek toGDPraio 76.3 79.9 67.9 60.3 53.2 46.1 39.6 35.2 31.4 27.9 24.9 4.7 13.9
NPVaid.bttoGDP redo 51.0 55.1 49.1 46.8 43.2 40.0 35.5 33.4 31.5 29.6 27.9 39.3 21.2
NPVodebttoeaqiast-srtio V 162.5 165.2 160.1 153.9 139.3 129.6 116.5 109.6 103.7 91.1 93.1 126.9 72.7
NPV ddebt to rawnmussatio 305.3 321.4 237.7 267.4 244.2 225.7 200.6 113.7 177.9 167.3 157.8 223.9 119.9
Delhtmoviastio 3/ 11.1 14.7 11.4 10.9 10.2 9.5 13.3 7.7 6.9 6.2 5.3 9.6 3.2
Dak srvio.toreeueratio 21.9 27.9 22.1 21.1 19.2 17.8 24.4 14.2 12.5 11.1 9.6 11.0 5.6

Mloersaddsom Issems:
NPV ofdebt da trdiicee dsh rei 2,493.1 2494.8 2,563.4 2,596.2 2,605.2 2,612.0 2,517.4 2,528.5 2754.4 2,557.4 2,574.3 2,559.1 2,711.2
Deb Saviat taditrnadebtrle 179.3 216.3 196.9 204.7 20s.3 205.5 306.6 190.0 178.9 170.3 156.3 203.1 126.3

e vCq aftw eh_me IIPC _Atae41
DebitoGDPrato 76.1 79.9 67.9 54.9 48.2 42.3 35.5 31.5 27.9 24.1 22.0 43.5 12.1
NPVddebtto GDPratio 41.8 44.6 40.4 38.7 36.3 34.0 30.6 29.3 21.1 26.3 25.6 33.4 21.0
NPV fddbtto boetalrio 2 133.1 133.7 129.7 127.3 116.9 110.5 100.6 96.2 92.5 8.8 85.5 108.2 71.8
NPVafdebt otoev nratio 250.0 260.2 233.1 221.2 204.9 192.3 173.1 165.6 158.6 151.5 144.9 190.5 113.4
Debt ervieoareao3/ 11.1 14.7 10.7 9.3 7.7 7.1 10.6 5.5 5.1 4.6 3.9 7.9 2.3
Debtvicetoevamratio 21.9 27.9 20.8 17.9 14.5 13.2 19.5 10.2 9.2 8.4 6.9 14.1 5.0

Memieradin Steams4
NPVafdebtaftw HIPC uistwAe 2,046.2 2,019.2 2,077.1 2,149.1 2116.1 2225.3 2,172.0 2,211.7 X270.1 2,314.6 2,364.0 2199.7 2,752.6
DstavioebafthrHlPC ustiaa 179.3 216.3 134.9 173.6 154.9 152.3 244.9 136.1 1322 127.9 113.1 163.6 113.6
Nm"l DuSt befor H[PC asuwAa 3,762.7 3,611.7 3,490.1 3,350.3 3,206.2 3,051.4 2,305.1 2,666.4 2,535.2 2410.0 2,296.3 2943.7 1,762.9
Nomal Debt aItw HIPC maide 3,762.7 3,618.7 3,490.1 3,048.1 2,907.0 2762.5 2,519.2 2,384.5 225&7 2,139.9 2,032.5 2,716.1 1,522.4
G(P 4,196.6 4,526.8 5,143.7 5,553.2 6,027.0 6,5310 7,090.6 7,571.6 1,085.4 1,634.0 9,219.1 6,339.0 13,465.4
Expots of goods andno smfaort vica 5/ 1,537t7 1,510.1 1,601.5 1,687.1 1,70.3 2,014.9 2,160.1 2,306.5 2,455.2 2,607.4 2765.1 2,093.0 3,917.3
Expers ofgoods ndoordsuviea6/ 1,613.5 1,466.5 1,724.6 1,M3 2,014.0 2,153.5 2,307.9 2,453.0 2,604.6 2,764.7 2921.0 2,229.4 4,165.3
Combs1 govumemt vawe 313.4 776.1 890.9 971.1 1,066.9 1,157.3 1,255.0 1,340.2 1,431.1 1,521.2 1,631.9 1,204.9 2,313.4

Soure: Data provide by the Sam galanties aid World Bk mid Fid staff e ;sta ad jpn%otioos.

1/ Rdieb the actemdebt sibbm a&er dth implemetation ofne. 1998 adck.of-debt opedion am Naple tum (67 perou NPV redlicaX), wistht da a_ptio of at let oompable
treaammi fira cfieal bilael otedtn ian 1991.
2/Vn t' of ca sm histoical thre-ryar avesap of exps of goods aid aoaftm Servics
3/In tuns ofea At yaw oxpo of goods md nofietwacvioas.
/ Aming that the fo l nmitof _ahrnd HIPC si_ame is dulived at de refuesac yew o which baeis the debt ustsiaaability for the deosion point hls beae calulae

5/ Simple hirial tldoe-yew usera of eots of gooSd md nofeator vioaw
6/ Ciaa y3w cma of pood and rnoafaor savia



Table 9. Senegal: Proposed Schedule of Delivery of IMF Assistance under the HIPC Initiative 1/

(In millions of US dollars, unless otherwise indicated)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200S

Dedivy heled lM F of D 5.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 25.0 10.0 0.0 0.0
(inpercetoftotal _ e)

DelrtSevicedueno.entlMlD oblo tomns2V 16.2 30.5 30.0 39.3 46.2 41.3 30.6 21.8 12.2
qfwhich: hlVi.pal 14.3 28.1 27.7 37.3 44.4 39.6 29.2 20.5 10.9

Interes 1.9 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.S 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2

IM o sstance-deposits into Senegal's account I/
m eeruuasusstuAs 2.1 4.2

Conpletn poult asistance 35.9 3/

IM asanceae sthD PC bitiatie-4awdown scedle 4/ 1.6 4.7 5.4 9.2 13.2 11.7 4.8 0.0 0.0ofwr*c: LU aswi*ts.c ,Wstotinfat 1.6 4.7 4.2 6.3 10.6 10.6 4.2 0.0 0.0
Esinimed otmrg anmri 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.9 2.7 1.1 0.6 0.0 0.0

Debt saviee due an cunt IMF obligationu after MP aisane Sl 14.5 25.7 24.6 30.1 33.0 29.6 25.S 21.8 12.2

Shwe of debt vice due cn crAent MF obligin covered by
DaF asiste (inpuct)4/ 10.2 15.5 18.0 23.4 28.7 28.3 15,7 0.0 0.0

MaaoraNs items:

Plpwti ofbch r epymelat falling due dwing the peiod to be paid
by HIPCamitaeftmntlMprincipaldepo atedinSmep ucwat 11.5 16.7 15.2 17.0 23.8 26.7 14.5 0.0 0.0

Total debt savice due 4 207 216 215 215 319 212 205 186 159

She of totlde svic covee by DF atance ( peret) 41 0.8 2.2 2.5 4.3 4.2 5.5 2.3 0.0 0.0

Debts. s eeduem ansrt D& eblogip naftia NWIMPasmne 41 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.4
(in peR o exopa)

1/ Total IMF ait ude the HIPC Initatwve h USS 42.3 milli eosaed an Oe bais of data avable at the decision poinut excluding
intat esned on Sauah soount od an emntted but duhused must as desribed n fodotn 3 md 4

2V As d(My 31,21000 using the lt USS/SDR exde rae aail
3/ Dimmnaot is proeded a the asned completion poit in Decenber 2o; the interst ate calculation eflects this.
41 Includes e__mdo ine muap en: (1) mab held in 5aep?samut and (2), up to dh cce1tionbpeit aneura conintited bha xyet dibed

It is m_ned tat these rmrst ant arde ofratm of 5.25 pe in US. dUlr ternac; tua intest ewnr nbhipay ber owr.
_Aems accrued an (1) during ealsdwyev will be wed towud the fAt tepamr* obligtion(s) falling due in ds following caldar year
etinm die final yar hm it will be umd toward pymet of de fina oblation(s) flin de inhdtyear.

Idrhess wid ans (2) durin te dsomm piod will be ue towrd die stqmmt of obli tion lling du duing the yaes afer the wonpletion point
The eesngltita pois Noma to be in 201.

SY Total oblion ls HIPC Initwivte _ce.
6fAftieraditional debt relict'mefnais.



Table 10. Senegal: Possible Delivery of IDA HIPC Assistance, 2000-2008

(In millions of U.S. dollars, unless otherwise indicated)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Debt service before enhanced HIPC assistance 30.00 29.87 30.00 31.64 33.27 35.86 38.12 40.60 43.71 44.67

SavingsondebtservicetoIDAIf 6.70 14.39 15.11 15.94 16.76 18.07 19.20 20.45 22.02 -

DebtserviceafterenhancedHIPCrelief 23.30 15.48 14.88 15.70 16.51 17.79 18.91 20.14 21.69 44.67

Memorandum item:
I)A Debt relief as a pentage of IDA

debt service due (inperet) 25.57 50.38 50.38 50.38 50.38 50.38 50.38 50.38 50.38 0.00

Interim Assistance 2/ 20.10
Interim relief as perent of total 2/ 17.30

Sources: Senegalese authouities, and IDA staff estimates.

1/ Translates into USS 116.1 milion in NPV terms, using end-1998 discount and exchange rates.

2/ In net prseent value (NPV) terms.
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Table 11. HIPC Initiative: Status of Country Cases Considered Under the Iitative
May 2000

NPV of FAA-Egte TOaW
Deluto- Assistance Lavel V Pweage Nomina Det Ssifactoy

Comby Deols Com*letion qpot (I milia of U.S. dolas, pwot value) Radion Swvice Rlief Ama
Point PO Tet Total Blat- Mul- IMF WorM in NPVcf (d ailliem of fion Otw

(im eset) eal l Bak Dek 2/ U.S. doam) Crdito
Copldebn po readidca An er aneod frea uk

Ugand 1,003 113 120 160 517 40 1,950
originalframework Apr. 97 Apr. 98 202 347 73 274 69 160 Received
enhancedframework Feb.00 May 00 150 656 110 546 91 357 Being sought

Decision point eached ender enhancd fiuenwork
Bolivia 1302 425 876 84 194 30 ,060

originalfraenwork Sep. 97 Sop. 98 225 448 157 291 29 53 Received
enhancedfreork Feb.00 FZaeting 150 854 268 585 55 141 Being ougkh

Ma"Uitania Feb.00 Floting 137 3/ 622 261 361 47 100 50 1,200 Beingasut
Mouambiqx 1,970 1,235 736 141 434 72 4,300

originelfrewor Apr. 98 Jun. 99 200 1716 1076 641 125 381 Pecetved
enhancedframework Apr. 00 loating 150 254 159 95 16 53 Beingsought

Taunia Apr. 00 Floating 150 2,026 1,006 1,020 120 695 54 3,000 Beingot

Completion point reached under aigtnal fisswoek
Guya Dec. 97 My 99 107 3/ 256 91 165 35 27 24 410 Received

Decision point reached tudwr original &_nwoek
BurkinaFso Sep.97 Apr.00 205 115 21 94 10 44 14 200 Beingaoui
Cate dlvoiro mar. 9 mar. 01 141 3/ 345 163 12 23 91 6 4/ S00 Being ought
Mali Sep. 98 Sping 00 200 121 37 90 14 44 10 250 Being sught

Total -1t-ee psoliel/a_nmmltd 7,767 3,422 4,344 634 51 2146 14,310

Pilimuiny HIPC docuent _med 6/
C4neoon ... ... ISO 1.466 1,047 358 41 197 30 2,700
Minpi ... ... 200 636 225 411 22 214 23 1,300 ...
Guine ... ... 150 631 256 383 37 173 34 1,148 ...
Guinea-Bissau ... ... 200 300 148 153 a 73 73 600 ...
Hondwu ... ... 137 3/ 569 201 361 1S 85 1i 1,024 ...
Nicargu ... ... 150 2,507 1,416 1,091 32 ISS 66 5,000

No aiabncc reqired _dr ori inal frannwosk-4o be _eaeed tnder en_anced fiamework
Benin JuL 97 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

S a;l Ap. 9S ........... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Souc: IMF and World Bank Board decsions, cosnyletion poit documnentA, deciion poin docenent, prtliny HllPC documna_ and taffcaculati

1/ Asistc lewls we at cae nquectiw decision or completimn potst, applicable.
2/ In prent f the net puat vhue of debt tthe detisiw or completion point (s applicable), r Acte fl fum of taitonl debt-relief nedsim
3/ ligible wvder fisal criter; figs pided sow dhe rtics of dA xpootz dust cowepond to die tgted dAt4orevene rnio. For Guum mud

Cote dIvour. a250 pce NV ofddeoee raio wtageted t thcoplion oit; for IHabm d Mi ni 250 perit ratio _ at ie de pin
41 Noexcludulable debt to non-Pwri Chlb officisl biltal creditor nd the London ClUb, which " say Aabect to a higiy oonomul ret nctw, is eclhd km

Oe NPV of debt at di complktion point in due aiton of this ratio.
51 Equivalent to SDR 472 million at en SDRSD exehmne tt ot0.744.
61 Fym we beed on pehmi_y msmmt et the tame Ytdhe issuce of thepliainwylHIPC do_aut mrd m subject to dhW.

Assitnce lvels for Btiopia d Guw_s-B;m wem bsd ona de oriW fearwk ed qWppied at the ooeelon poit; forYl , Teu a, end
Honduass tweu we bssed on die wAdued fiunwotk nd asec leelsw set tue decision point


